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From: hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr
Sent: 13 January 2011 11:41
To: secretariat@aemh.org
Subject:Fwd: Aston University Project

Importance: High

Dear Brigitte,

I am forwarding you my mailing with Aston University from yesterday. They are interested in having some advisory help from hospital physicians regarding their project about patient safety and rights. Can we add it to the agenda? May be interesting for some of us...

with kind regards
Hrvoje

----- Message Forwarded on Thu, 13 Jan 2011 11:35:58 +0100-----
From: "Matam, Basava" <matambr@aston.ac.uk>
To: "hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr" <hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr>
Subject: RE: Re:
Date: Thu, 13 Jan 2011 06:57:05 +0000

Dear Dr. Sobat,

Thank you for your reply. I came across your name as Chair of the Working Group on Patient Safety for AEMH. So I thought of contacting you. We would be glad if you could in your personal capacity as part of the AEMH join us.

I have pasted a brief description of the project below. The idea of the project is centered around patient empowerment and the individual's right to their health records, controlling access to their health data and being able to access their health record via the internet, mobile phone. The work will focus on interoperability issues and security. Security is mainly to do with what methods will be used to authenticate the identity of the individual, carer, researcher....

The work is not specific to any particular disease but will cover the general area of health and well being. So we are looking for any organisation linked to the general population in relation to matters concerning health. Basically we would need some guidance from the perspective of Physicians, 'what are their views towards ownership of their health record, existing security, do they have any concerns regarding some particular information being included in the health record', to advice and assist us both during the project and in the final evaluation phase.

Thank you once again,
Raje.

EP5HR provides a vision of a patient-empowered, patient-centric active health guidance and management system embodied around a Personal Area health Network (PAN). The PAN provides a secure environment for seamless delivery of interoperable patient guidance services (PGS) that will facilitate active self-management of health status among citizens in the European Union (EU). Thus, EP5HR stresses a change of ownership away from the disparate hospitals and trusts and third party data storage providers and placing control and access of the individual's own data back with the person. PGSs will empower EU citizens to take ownership of their own health data and
management, provide novel services such as citizen-citizen collaborative care, improve the quality and efficiency of communication between citizens and their carers, and facilitate knowledge exchange between carers as well as support clinical research, training and public health policy. Stakeholders may reside in different countries or regions and employ different electronic health infrastructures and technical applications. Therefore the keystone for integration and connectivity is the achievement of secure interoperability across health systems as well as within health services organizations and jurisdictions. In order to address these challenges at both theoretical and practical levels, a European-wide approach is required. Furthermore, given the complex nature of the task an international multi-disciplinary team is essential.

From: hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr [hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr]
Sent: 12 January 2011 20:04
To: Matam, Basava
Subject: Re:

Dear Mr Matam Basava,

thank you for your kind mail and unusual proposal. Are you interested in contacting anyone from the Croatian Medical Chamber or from Oncology Institute I work for?

Please, send me some more details and help me give you a useful answer...

With kind regards

----- Original Message Follows ----- 
From: "Matam, Basava" <matambr@aston.ac.uk>
To: "hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr" <hrvoje.sobat@kzt.hr>
Subject: 
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2011 17:58:26 +0000

>Dear Dr Sobat,
>  
> We at Aston University are putting together a proposal on patient guidance services. We would appreciate it if any member of your organisation would like to be part of our advisory board. 
>  
> Please let us know if we could contact anyone in person. The deadline for the proposal submission is the 18th of January. So please let us know as soon as possible. 
>  
> If you would like more details please contact me or Professor David Lowe, d.lowe@aston.ac.uk<mailto:d.lowe@aston.ac.uk>
>
> Thank you,
> Raje.